Specific safety rules - ROLLCAMP
1. The instructor conducts all the activities in accordance with the methodology
outlined in the curriculum.
2. The participants of the camp may be filmed and photographed during the
camp activities and at other times throughout the duration of the camp. The
obtained footage may be used as instructional or promotional material.
3. The participant must possess appropriate equipment necessary to participate
safely in ROLLERBLADES classes.
4. The use of any equipment is only allowed with the consent of the instructor
or the group leader and under their supervision.
5. The participant must possess their own functional rollerblades and a helmet.
6. During the rollerbladeing classes, participants are assigned to groups
depending on their skills level.
7. While taking part in the classes, the participant is obliged to:
(a) Obey any instructions of the instructors and group leaders
(b) Adhere to the regulations regarding the use of the skatepark and any other
facilities they utilise
(c) Only rollerbladers in a properly fastened helmet using a functional
rollerblades
(d) Report any problems and technical failures, especially those constituting a
threat to the physical health of the camp participants, to the instructor
(e) Enable all participants to utilise the facilities without disruption
(f) Only move along the route marked by the instructor, in the way presented
by the instructor
(g) Look around and observe all the other participants vigilantly
(h) Indicate their intended movement or tricks to the other users of the
skatepark
(i) Warm up the joints and muscles before rollerblade classes
(j) Be polite and considerate
(k) Stay within the eyeshot of the instructor
(l) Use their common sense and avoid overstating their own abilities
8. The participant must not:
(a) Borrow equipment or accessories from the other users of the skatepark or
unrelated persons
(b) Lend their own equipment or accessories to the other users of the skatepark
or to unrelated persons
(c) Leave their group without the consent of the group leader
(d) Attempt to fix the equipment on their own
(e) Use the musical equipment

(f) Attend the roller blading classes without prior warm-up
(g) Hinder the movement of the other users of the skatepark
(h) Use the skatepark in the absence of the instructor
(i) Perform tricks outside of the designated places
I am aware that roller bladeing involves active movement and increases
the risk of injury. I am aware that the diligence and constant supervision
provided by the instructors and the caution of the participant may limit the risk
of injury, but will never prevent it completely. In particular, bruises, bone
fractures and osseous system injuries may arise from accidents ensuing from
roller bladeing. Furthermore, some accidents may result in death.
I hereby authorise the organisers of the Camp and the employees of Kayo
Travel to render my child any necessary medical assistance, according to their
best judgement. I declare that I am aware that there is no specific legislation
regarding freestyle roller bladeing and the requirements and necessary
qualifications required from instructors are not specified by law.
I am aware that the roller bladeing classes will be conducted by
experienced instructors who acquired the credentials necessary to work with
children and youth. I pledge myself to provide my child with a nutcase helmet,
which is a mandatory part of the equipment. I will instruct my child to only ride
while wearing the helmet and, optionally, protectors. I pledge myself to provide
my child with a functional assembled rollerbladers in accordance with the
current requirements. I declare that my child is in full health.
Kayo Travel does not assume responsibility for any lost, stolen or
damaged items. I declare that I am familiar with the appearance of the
skatepark and I know what rollerbladeing involves. I declare that my child has
been familiarised with the specific safety rules. I declare my consent to
collecting my child from a hospital or any other medical facility by the Kayo
Travel employees should such a need arise.

signature of the parent or legal guardian

